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Permanent tsb ran heavyweight OOH across October 
promoting its home improvement loans and mortgages 
which coincided with its headline sponsorship of the Ideal 
Home Show in the RDS.

The centrepiece of the campaign was a special activation 
in Connolly Station which saw a “Guy in a House” appear 
on one Tuesday in October on the concourse. This tease 
campaign  comprised of a tiny unbranded dwelling, just over 
one metered squared, with the only clue to the activity being 
the accompanying #NeedMoreSpace hashtag. This helped 
generate both curiosity and debate in the station and online 
over two days, encouraged also by 'Guy's' own humorous 
Twitter feed. The “big” reveal on the Thursday came in the 
shape of a larger, better furnished home. Permanent tsb had 
come to the  Guy’s rescue and helped him get the space he 

needed. And Guy was joined by Home of The Year judge & 
ODKM Architect Declan O’Donnell who gave his thoughts on 
the new pad on Periscope.

Another innovative element was the 100ft wide branded 
mega billboard at Parkgate Street which incorporated all 
three sides of the illuminated 50ft Prismatic 96 Sheet. The 
design featured a 3D effect to give added depth to the room 
interior.

Other formats used included billboards (48 Sheets, 96 Sheet, 
Metropoles and Golden Squares), 6 Sheets (Adbox, Adshel 
and Commuter Points), Mall Screens and Bus Rears. The 
campaign was planned by PHD and PML. Creative agency 
was Publicis while ICAN looked after the digital activation. 
Eclipse Media produced the two homes in Connolly Station.

Need More Space?
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Earlier this year ASICS agreed a two-year 
partnership with SSE Airtricity Dublin Marathon. 
The brand became the official sportswear 
partner for the event, which this year took 
place during the Irish bank holiday weekend on 
October 26th.

As well as providing merchandise for the 
marathon, ASICS also offered runners training 
tips and a personalised wristband that allowed 
them to track their time per mile and enabled 
friends and family to locate them on the route. 

48 Sheets and Adshel 6 Sheets with a cityscape 
and the tagline “DUBLIN – It’s a Big Race. Go 
Run It” were on display in and along the route, 
providing support to runners as well as family 
and friends. Luas Portrait Panels and Rail dPods 
in train stations added coverage on public 
transport which many competitors used before 
and after the event.

The campaign was planned by Posterscope and 
PML. ASICS’ marathon portfolio also includes 
New York, Los Angeles, Tokyo, Paris, Barcelona, 
Belfast and Greater Manchester marathons. 

Over 3,500 local good causes have shared a donation 
of €1m so far since the launch of the Community Fund 
initiative in Tesco's 149 stores last year. 

Over the last 12 months, customers' blue token votes 
have revealed what causes matter most to their 
communities, with almost 300 different types of causes 
being put forward for the fund. 

Henry Dummer, Marketing Director Tesco Ireland said: 
“As one of Ireland’s biggest retailers, some people might 
feel we’re too big to care, but we’re big on the things that 
matter to our customers, community being one of them.”

Creative agency Rothco took the very thing that’s often 
seen as a negative about Tesco – its size – and turned it 
on its head by demonstrating the benefits of that size to 
customers, suppliers and local communities. The result 
was an invitation to people to think about Tesco’s size in 
a new way.

This thinking combined with a beautifully complementary 
production technique called ‘tilt shift’, and a toy town 
Ireland filled with big products, big benefits and big 
customer promises was born.

The OOH planned by Initiative and PML ran on 6 Sheets 
(Adshel including vinyl wraps, PurchasePoints and 
Mallscape), and billboards (48 Sheets, 96 Sheets and 
backlit Metropoles).

ASICS goes the Extra Mile

Tesco Community Fund shows that Size Matters
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Smirnoff’s ‘We’re Open’ campaign returned to OOH in time for 
Halloween, with a variety of clever creative included on the 
poster designs.

Planned by Carat and Source out of home, the OOH campaign 
ran on 48 and 6 Sheets, Golden Squares and dPods. The 
creative was very effective through its use of several clever 
copy lines. One copy line included text in the Irish language 
(‘Oscailte? Tá’) which emphasised the Irishness of the 
campaign and another incorporated the spooky season 
(‘Halloween frights or cultured nights.’). The variety in the 
creative further highlighted the inclusivity of Smirnoff Vodka 
as it positioned itself as a drink to enjoy,  across a range of 
occasions.

UV Specials were also used in the nationwide OOH promotion 
for Smirnoff, with three running in prime Dublin locations and 
one in Cork city. The UV posters were a strong and impactful 
addition to Smirnoff’s latest ‘We’re Open’ promotion, lighting 
up the streets in the evenings and through the night.

Smirnoff “We’re Open”
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Hula Hoops celebrated World Hoop Day on Saturday 
3rd October, and incorporated its ‘Fun Never Grows Up’ 
campaign into the celebration.

A Hoop Stall, equipped with Hula Hoop girls, was at the 
Square Tallaght on Saturday 3rd October and prizes were 
up for grabs on the day. As well as the special stall for World 
Hoop Day, Hula Hoops ran a domination of the escalator 
panels at The Square and a giant Floor Graphic was also 
placed on the ground floor of the shopping centre, further 
exposing consumers to Hula Hoop’s belief that ‘Fun Never 
Grows Up’.

Planned by Vizeum and Source out of home, Hula Hoops 
OOH campaign ran on 6 Sheets, Cityboxes, dPods, POPAds, 
Digi Tower, Retailer Adtower, Store Points, and SuperValu 
Screens.

Hula Hoops Brand Manager, Niamh O'Dea, said of the 
campaign: 'Our aim was to bring a fun & engaging marketing 
campaign to celebrate World Hoop Day, as well as capturing 
the essence of Hula Hoops Fun Never Grows Up campaign 
through colour & bespoke outdoor formats.'

Hula whoops for World Hoop Day 

Pictured from L-R: Aoife Dempsey (Source out of home), Niamh O’Dea (Largo 
Foods), Liam Corbett (Vizeum) and Caroline Shesgreen (Vizeum)
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The HSE ran an extensive OOH campaign in the run up to 
Mental Health Week which took place from the 5th - 11th of 
October and included World Mental Health Day on the 10th 
October.

#Littlethings is a Mental Health and Wellbeing campaign that 
was launched by the HSE in 2014. 

The core communication message of the campaign is that we 
all experience difficult times in our lives and that when we do 
there are simple, evidence based things that can make a big 
difference to how we feel. 

There were two essential education jobs that were pivotal to 
the success of the campaign: 
1.  What can I do? – the campaign must showcase a selection 

of #littlethings that are proven to protect and help recover 
mental health  

2.  Where can I go? – A new online information resource, 
yourmentalhealth.ie needs to be positioned as a 
comprehensive online directory of support services and 
information on the mental health in Ireland. 

The key objective of this campaign was to build and increase 
awareness of the “little things” that can make a big difference 
to how we feel. 

The OOH campaign consisted of 48 Sheets, 96 Sheets, 
Adshel, Adbox, Commuter Cards, Rail Kings, a Luas Tram 
Domination and AdTalk phone kiosks among other formats. 
The centrepiece was a domination of formats across Pearse 
Station, the world’s oldest commuter station. 

The Carat and PML planned campaign was created by Cawley 
Nea/TBWA. For more details on how the little things can 
make a big difference visit www.yourmentalhealth.ie

Little things that make a Big difference
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Following on from the success of its rebrand 
campaign in 2014, Irish Life has returned to OOH with 
its ‘We know Irish life’ campaign.

Last year Irish Life announced research findings at the 
launch of its new brand campaign, which celebrated 
75 years in business and featured 75 humorous and 
insightful facts that struck a chord with generations of 
people living in Ireland. One of the most popular facts 
in the campaign was that Irish people are happiest 
from age 60, and this is the fact that is leading Irish 
Life’s 2015 campaign.

Karl Symes, Head of Marketing Communications at 
Irish Life, said: “By using a range of Outdoor formats 
at this key time of year, we have a very effective way 
to raise awareness of Irish Life MAPS – our hugely 
successful range of pension funds – and support our 
other media activities to drive traffic to our website 
and financial advisers.”

Planned by Mediaworks and Source out of home, the 
campaign ran on 48 Sheets, Metropoles, Commuter 
Squares and Europanels. DDFH&B worked on the 
creative for this campaign.

Irish Life is happy out

Repak commissioned a bespoke art installation to celebrate 
Repak Recycle Week 2015, made out of recycled plastic 
collected from the general public on the streets of Dublin and 
recycled plastic from around the country.

The sculpture, entitled “Fantastic Plastic”, was created by 
Eoghain Phelan. It is crafted from plastic drinking & toiletry 
bottles, airport security trays and old election posters – with 
a few plastic cable ties thrown in for good measure!

Prior to the creation of the Repak art installation, a special 
collection bin was created and installed in Barnardos Square  

in Dublin to allow the public to easily recycle their plastic and 
turn it into something fantastic. The piece was on display in 
Barnardos Square on Dame Street until Sunday 25th October.

The campaign was designed and executed by Mediaworks 
and Source out of home, together with Repak marketing team.

“169,000 tonnes of plastic packaging waste is generated every 
year in Ireland, amounting to 37kg per person. By turning that 
plastic into a beautiful piece of art, we’re highlighting how 
your plastic can be used for something fantastic.” - Laura 
Murphy, Marketing and Communications Manager, Repak.

Repak goes arty for recycling sake
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Bond is back! The MI6 agent has hit cinemas 
nationwide in the highly anticipated new release 
from Sony Pictures, Spectre.

A cryptic message from the past leads James 
Bond (Daniel Craig) to Mexico City and Rome, 
where he meets the beautiful widow (Monica 
Bellucci) of an infamous criminal. After 
infiltrating a secret meeting, 007 uncovers 
the existence of the sinister organisation 
SPECTRE. Needing the help of the daughter of 
an old nemesis (Léa Seydoux), he embarks on 
a mission to find her. As Bond ventures toward 
the heart of SPECTRE, he discovers a chilling 
connection between himself and the enemy 
(Christoph Waltz) he seeks.

Following on from the success of Skyfall in 2012, 
which was the biggest movie in the Republic 
of Ireland that year, Spectre is expected to be 
another big blockbuster for the Bond franchise.

In the build up to the release of the new Bond 
film, Sony ran a strong Outdoor promotion that 
included a stand-out special. Planned by OMD 
and Source out of home, a light projection 
special was installed at Boland Mills for one 
night on Friday 23rd October. 

This innovative OOH special strongly stood out 
to passers-by on a busy Friday night of the 
October bank holiday weekend, creating an 
added impact for Spectre’s Outdoor promotion.

Bond is back
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JCDecaux’s new Première large format sites were launched 
in cycle 22. The high quality back lit units have replaced a 
number of 48 Sheet and 96 Sheet prismatic sites at various 
locations around Dublin. The improvement of existing OOH 
inventory has been an issue of huge importance to PML 
Group in recent years and as part of that process PML Group 
consulted with media and advertising agencies, as well as 
key advertisers, to gain further understanding of industry 
stakeholders’ opinions on OOH media. Key points emerging 
from the consultation included the need for ongoing 
investment in OOH and improved quality of displays. The 
recommendations were welcomed by JCDecaux and have 

become key drivers in the formulation of JCDecaux’s large 
format development programme.

Among the first advertisers on the new sites are AIB and 
Smirnoff.

Discussing the launch of Première sites, Tony O’Flanagan, 
Marketing Director at JCDecaux, said “Introducing Première 
to the market is a significant investment for JCDecaux and 
we are committed to improving the quality of our billboard 
portfolio to ensure that large format Out of Home remains a 
very relevant choice for advertisers in the years ahead.”

JCDecaux Première sites get their premiere

Out and About

Congratulations to the Mars team in 
MediaVest, who received their Poster 
Impact award last month for Dolmio's top 
recalled digital OOH campaign. Pictured L-R 
is: Michael O’Connor, Niamh Daly, Colum 
Harmon, Gemma Gilmore, Nicola Gillen and 
Sean Rea.

Thanks to Clear Channel for a very enjoyable night of business and fashion 
at Look The Business 2015, which was held on 22nd October at the RDS. 
An excellent event attended by inspiring women, all of whom looked the 
business on the night!
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I really like this campaign by Centra for their Live Well range for a few reasons.

Firstly the ads allow the product to be the hero.   The food shots are really good 
– vibrant, modern, colourful.  The photography makes the food look exciting and 
delicious – and making soup look exciting is no mean feat!

The art direction is really pared back so that the key aspects of the message – the 
price; the product; the logo – can take priority.  Yet it has a few simple, pretty details 
which really appeal to my eye.  Sounds easy but the balancing act can be tricky 
enough to land.

Media-wise, I think they did an excellent job of applying the work across various 
different Outdoor formats.  Kudos to transforming a phone-box – possibly one of the 
harder OOH formats to get right and therefore easy to avoid.  

The simplicity of the message and creative and strong, vibrant photography ensures 
the right level of impact and stand-out.

Timing-wise, I think they’ve decided to communicate this range at the optimum time 
– it’s this time of year when the seasons change, that my mind starts turning to more 
comforting but healthy foods to keep spirits and energies up for the Autumn and 
Winter.  When I see these ads, I feel a bit more inspired – next time I pass a Centra and 
need to eat, I may just well pop in!

OOH I Like: Centra Live Well
Kathleen Moore, Head of Brand Communications, Ryanair Ireland

What do you think of the creative? 

In your view, why does the campaign work on OOH?
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The future of Out of Home advertising 2050
Ben Milne, Managing Director - Posterscope Japan 

Today a colleague asked what my opinion was for the future 
of OOH advertising in 2050? It is a fascinating question that 
in my opinion cannot be answered without considering the 
macro factors that will shape our planet over the next 35 
years.

Fortunately Business Insider have done a great job at pulling 
together the 15 awesome and 15 terrifying things to expect 
in 2050 and I highly recommend reading these.

35 years into the future is a really tricky magnitude of time to 
predict and Amara’s Law instantly springs to mind. Simply 
put it states;

“We tend to overestimate the effect of a technology in the short 
run and underestimate the effect in the long run”

So with this in mind here is a shot in the dark about what we 
could expect for the OOH industry in 2050. All opinions are 
my own and I fully acknowledge that they may be completely 
and wildly wrong;

All OOH advertising will be traded digitally (whether the 
actual display medium is a screen, a printed poster or a 
display technology that hasn’t yet been invented).

OOH messages will be fully personalised and addressable 
at a one to one level.

Advanced AI will manage the entire process – setting up 
parameters, creating the adverts, trading, optimising in 
response to real time feedback loops (where people are 
going, what they are doing, what they buy – after seeing 
an advert).

Digital ‘frames’ are created in a virtual copy of the world 
(the ‘on world’). Advertising within these frames is traded 
and served in real time. Viewed through digitally enhanced 
contact lenses (or direct corneal implants). Huge amounts of 
utility and service are available through the digital overlay of 
the on world and it is the default mode for most people most 
of the time. People can turn off the digital overlay whenever 
they want but advertising outside of the overlay will be 
strictly banned to preserve the resources and splendor of 
the ‘off world’. Google operate the entire ‘on world’ operating 
system.

Automated vehicles (driver-less cars, drones etc) travel around the city performing tasks for people. On the way to the 
supermarket a digital message pings an automated vehicle a time and location limited price based offer for Rice Brand X (the 
machine to machine version of a roadside billboard). The vehicle knows the customer has no preference of a rice brand and 
that price is the determining factor. The vehicle takes the offer, the supermarket is automatically informed and the robots at 
the store switch brands in the shopping basket before it is automatically loaded into the vehicle.

Perhaps it will take longer than 35 years but I am confident in some form we will see this kind of reality. The question is what 
new opportunities and businesses will this create and how can you be a part of #futureOOH?

1

3

2Machine to Human communication 
will overtake human to human 
communication.

The entire experience will become 
virtual.

Machine to Machine communication eventually overtakes Machine to Human 
communication. 
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this friday, until 10am
Get a FREE Sausage and Egg McMuffin® or Bacon and Egg McMuffin®.

March 27th.
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this friday, until 10am
Get a FREE Sausage and Egg McMuffin® or Bacon and Egg McMuffin®.

March 27th.
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Offer available on Tall Cappuccino, Americano and Latte while stocks last. Products on sale may be restricted at different times. © 2015 McDonald’s.

Any Coffee

€2

Wakey Wakey

8th October 2015
Shelbourne Hotel

CREATIVE GRAND PRIX
McDonald’s Eurosaver
Creative: Cawley Nea/TBWA  
Media: Mediaworks 
OOH Specialist: Source out of home

MEDIA GRAND PRIX
McDonald’s Free Breakfast Friday
Media: Mediaworks
Creative: Cawley Nea/TBWA  
OOH Specialist: Source out of home

BEST OUTDOOR CAMPAIGN – UNDER €150K
McDonald’s 
Media: Mediaworks
Creative: Cawley Nea/TBWA 
OOH Specialist: Source out of home

OUTDOOR
TH25

ADVERTISING

AWARDS

Congratulations to all of the winners at the 25th Outdoor Advertising Awards! 
Thanks to the OMA for hosting a very successful event. A great night was had 
celebrating the best OOH campaigns from the past two years. 

PML Group proud to be patners with 12 of the 14 winners.
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Served after 10:30am. Products on sale may be restricted at different times. Price and participation may vary. © 2015 McDonald’s.  

Handpecked

Chicken McNuggets®

€2
23573_EUROSAVER_2015_CYCLE_13_6SH.indd   3 19/05/2015   15:34

BEST OUTDOOR CAMPAIGN – OVER €150K
Carlsberg 
Media: Carat 
OOH Specialist: Source out of home

BEST ART DIRECTION
Guinness 
Creative: Irish International // Media: Carat 
OOH Specialist: Source out of home

BEST INTEGRATED CAMPAIGN – OUTDOOR & ONLINE: 
McDonald’s Free Breakfast Friday
Media: Mediaworks // Creative: Cawley Nea/TBWA
OOH Specialist: Source out of home

BEST BRANDING CAMPAIGN
Three
Creative: Boys and Girls // Media: MediaVest 
OOH Specialist: PML

BEST USE OF HUMOUR
The Natural Confectionery Company
Creative: Publicis Dublin // Media: PHD 
OOH Specialist: PML

BEST COPYWRITING
McDonald’s Eurosaver
Creative: Cawley Nea/TBWA   
Media: Mediaworks  
OOH Specialist: Source out of home

Page:1

File: 6560-1_Guinness_48$_ROI_Croke Park.v3 Size: 294.6x535.9

Client: GUINNESS Op: Steve Date: 16/06/15

AMV Job No: G6501P00535

Publication:  

Proof

3 MASTER

Design Creative Team

Project Leader (Master only) BAD (Master only)

Account Management

Signed

Tel No

Logo

Website T&Cs

Fonts

Usage

Grammar

Spelling

Image

Rotation

Artwork set at 10%

The GUINNESS word and associated logos are trade marks © Guinness & Co. 2015.

All it takes is  
holding your nerve

this friday, until 10am
Get a FREE Sausage and Egg McMuffin® or Bacon and Egg McMuffin®.

March 27th.

23037_FBF_6SHT_V3.indd   1 03/03/2015   11:00
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Out and About

Mediaworks, Cawley Nea\TBWA, McDonalds & Source ooh

Jane McNamara – Starcom, Orlagh Keane, Louise Enright and Ciara 
Brennan – Source ooh

Greg McConkey, Tim Griffiths – OMD Ireland, Colum Harmon – PML, 
Andrew Sinclair – OMD Ireland

Terry Buckley – Clear Channel & OMA President & Darren 
Jackson, PML NI

Terry Buckley – Clear Channel & OMA President, Chris 
Cashen – Carat and Louise Enright – Source ooh

OUTDOOR
TH25

ADVERTISING

AWARDS
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Quebec City 
Magic Festival
In typical fashion this year’s 
announcement came in the 
form of a magician popping up 
in different locations bemusing 
passers-by before delighting 
them with free tickets.

Agency: lg2, Quebec

Click image to view video.

JetBlue: NYC Take Off
JetBlue has placed tickets all around New York City 
in bus stops that you need to "Take Off”.

Click on the video icon to view video.

Agency: Mullen Lowe

Kit Kat: The Break 
The Break Machine is the 
first vending machine that 
gives away KitKat for doing 
absolutely nothing. 

Click on the video icon to view 
video.

Agency:  Nasta/Ogilvy, 
Paraguay. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2xi2zIuFkY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2xi2zIuFkY
http://creativity-online.com/work/jetblue-nyctakeoff/43540
http://creativity-online.com/work/jetblue-nyctakeoff/43540
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDNr8N2tAk4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDNr8N2tAk4
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Blush Lingerie: Make Him Stand
Using the air-ducts from the subway, a man made 
out of bin bags inflates every time a train arrives 
and dances for the public in Berlin in this fun stunt.

Click on the video icon to view video.

Agency:  glow, Germany

Hemat - Anti-smoking postersNakd ‘#FindYourFave Edible 
Billboard

PostLogistics: Parcels On Wheels

On August 29, National No Smoking Day in Brazil, graffitied locations 
were transformed into lungs affected by smoking. Click on the video 
icon to view video.

Agency:  Fun Comunicação

Passers-by were encouraged to 'find their fave' Nakd 
bar from an edible billboard made with over 10,000 
of the fruit and nut wholefood snacks, installed at 
Westfield shopping centre in Shepherds Bush. Click 
on the video icon to view video.

Agency:  Total Media, YOLK Creative London, psLIVE

Swiss Post surprised pedestrians in the crowded 
streets of Lucerne with a host of roaming, remote 
controlled parcels on wheels in a stunt to promote a 
new parcel collection service.

Click on the video icon to view video.

Agency: Jung von Matt Limmat 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SeADAM6yAA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SeADAM6yAA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SeADAM6yAA
http://www.bestadsontv.com/ad/74475/Hemat-Institute-of-hematology-Laboratory-medicine-Anti-smoking-posters
http://www.bestadsontv.com/ad/74475/Hemat-Institute-of-hematology-Laboratory-medicine-Anti-smoking-posters
http://creativity-online.com/work/swiss-post-parcels-on-wheels/43579
http://fandbnews.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/1360656_983425048367106_496107059_n.mp4
http://fandbnews.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/1360656_983425048367106_496107059_n.mp4
http://creativity-online.com/work/swiss-post-parcels-on-wheels/43579
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Top Rated DesignsTop Recalled Campaigns

September 2015 // Cycle 18 - 20

63% 1st

63%

63%

2nd

3rd

Meteor Extras // Format: Adshel // 
Creative: Rothco //  
Media: Vizeum  // 
OOH Specialist: Source out of home //

Gum Litter Taskforce // Format: 6 Sheet  
Creative: AMV BBDO //  
Media: MediaVest  // 
OOH Specialist: PML //

McDonald's Eurosaver // Format: Superside  
Creative: Cawley Nea\TBWA // Media: Mediaworks 
OOH Specialist: Source out of home

Guinness Rugby // Format: 6 Sheet // 
Creative: AMV BBDO 
Media: Carat  // 
OOH Specialist: PML //

Rape Crisis Centre // Format: 48 Sheet 
Creative: McCannBlue //  
Media: Initiative  // 
OOH Specialist: PML //

Galaxy Duet // Format: 48 Sheet  
Creative: Irish International // Media: MediaVest  
OOH Specialist: PML //
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September 2015 // Cycle 18 - 20

Top Aimed at me

Top Ease of Understanding

Top Call to Action

Dolmio // 
Format: Metropole // 
Creative: Juice // 
Media: MediaVest //   
OOH Specialist: PML

Nestlé Kit Kat // 
Format: 6 Sheet // 
Creative: DDFH&B // 
Media: Mindshare //   
OOH Specialist:Source out of home

McDonald's McMór // 
Format: 48 Sheet // 
Creative: Cawley Nea\TBWA // 
Media: Mediaworks //   
OOH Specialist: Source out of home
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Telecoms was the highest spending category on OOH in 
September 2015 with a market share of 12.77%, making 
it the third month in row that Telecoms has taken the top 
spot. September also saw eircom Group’s rebrand to eir and 
it was the number one advertiser on Out of Home with a 
share of voice of 6.33%. eir ran an immense tease and reveal 
campaign in the build up to its rebrand and the size of its OOH 
promotion in cycle 20 put it top of 'The Big 5' for September. 

Meteor, part of eir Group, also ran an extensive OOH campaign 
in September to promote its new Meteor Extras offer. Other 
telecoms companies that featured on OOH in cycles 18-20 
included Three, Vodafone, iD Mobile and Sky, the latter also 
featuring among the top 10 advertisers.

Food was the second highest category to spend on Outdoor 
in September at 10.54% and Confectionery & Snacking were 
also one of the top 10 to spend on Outdoor. It was a busy 
month for advertisers such as Mars and Nestlé, who were 
the seventh and eighth top advertisers respectively. Mars 
ran OOH promotions for such products as Dolmio and Galaxy 
while Nestlé’s campaigns included Maggi, KitKat and Purina 
Bakers dog food.

With the Rugby World Cup kicking off on 18th September, 
it’s no surprise that Heineken and Diageo feature strongly 
in the top 10 advertisers, taking second and third place. 
As an official partner of the World Cup, Heineken featured 
heavily on Out of Home and due to Guinness’ long-standing 

affiliation with Irish rugby, Guinness Rugby was also strongly 
present on OOH in September. Guinness GAA was another 
Diageo campaign that was strongly promoted, building up to 
the All-Ireland Football Final on 20th September.

Due to the heavy activity from Heineken and Diageo in 
September, Beers & Ciders finish off the top three categories 
at 8.52%, followed by Finance and Retail Outlets.

Political & Advisory was another big spending category in 
cycles 18-20, up 93% compared to its spend in the same 
period last year. Gum Litter Taskforce continued its gum litter 
awareness campaign and the HSE launched an extensive 
OOH campaign in cycle 19, promoting the importance of 
mental health.

The category spend for QSRs also increased significantly 
when compared to cycles 18-20 last year, up by 102%. 
McDonald’s was the fourth biggest advertiser for September 
running a variety of campaigns, including the promotion of its 
limited edition Irish burger, the McMór. Another big advertiser 
was National Lottery who ran a widespread campaign in 
cycle 19 to mark the launch of its Bigger Better Lotto, which 
includes two additional numbers in the Lotto matrix.

The full list of top 10 advertisers and categories are 
highlighted in this report, as well as the top 3 advertisers on 
the five main format types: Large, Transport, Small, Digital 
and Ambient/Niche.

September on Out of Home 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yNrDa3_z20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yNrDa3_z20
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Top Campaigns
September 2015 // Cycle 18 - 20

Small Format Large Format Transport Ambient/NicheDigital

1 eir € 668k

2 National Lottery € 614k

3 Meteor Extras € 527k

4 Gum Litter Taskforce € 477k

5 Vhi Healthcare € 425k

6 iD Mobile € 410k

7 Heineken Rugby € 326k

8 McDonald's Eurosaver € 316k

9 7UP € 315k

10 McDonald's McMór € 307k

11 AIB - Student Banking € 306k

12 Aldi Supermarket € 289k

13 Guinness Rugby € 276k

14 HSE - Mental Health € 268k

15 Vhi - Blue September € 267k

Display Value

€k €100k €200k €300k €400k €500k €600k €700k

EIR
NATIONAL LOTTERY

METEOR EXTRAS
GUM LITTER TASKFORCE

VHI HEALTHCARE
ID MOBILE

HEINEKEN RUGBY
MCDONALD'S EUROSAVER

7UP
MCDONALD'S MCMÓR

AIB - STUDENT BANKING
ALDI SUPERMARKET

GUINNESS RUGBY
HSE - MENTAL HEALTH
VHI - BLUE SEPTEMBER

Small Large Transport Digital Ambient
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Top Categories

The figures contained in this report are based on 
published Media Owner rate cards and refer to 
display values only. The figures are drawn from 
PML Group’s exclusive Posterwatch service, which 
monitors 100% of roadside and transport panels 
(interior and exterior) every two weeks; a total of 
over 20,000 panels. The figures also include Ambient 
& Digital media. For further details on 15 years of 
Posterwatch data please contact either:  
Colum colum@pmlgroup.ie or  
James james@pmlgroup.ie

1 Telecoms € 3,030k

2 Food € 2,500k

3 Beers & Ciders € 2,021k

4 Finance € 2,010k

5 Retail Outlets € 1,780k

6 Political & Advisory € 1,471k

7 QSRs € 1,392k

8 Confectionery & Snacking € 1,246k

9 Tourism & Travel € 1,074k

10 Soft Drinks € 984k

11 Media € 981k

12 Films € 910k

Display Value

Small Format Large Format Transport Ambient/NicheDigital

September 2015 // Cycle 18 - 20

€k €500k €1,000k €1,500k €2,000k €2,500k €3,000k

TELECOMS

FOOD

BEERS & CIDERS

FINANCE

RETAIL OUTLETS

POLITICAL & ADVISORY

QSRS

CONFECTIONERY & SNACKING

TOURISM & TRAVEL

SOFT DRINKS

MEDIA

FILMS

Small Large Transport Digital Ambient Other

mailto:colum%40pmlgroup.ie?subject=Engage%20Posterwatch
mailto:james%40pmlgroup.ie?subject=Engage%20Posterwatch
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Volume 6. Issue 6 – June 2015

Cadbury Air Giveaway 
in Plane View

Stupidly Simple 
Campaign from 
Vita Coco

Real time experiential 
fed by data

Engage

ooh always on media

Engage

ooh always on media

Volume 6. Issue 7 – July 2015

Charleville Cheese 
launches #propersnacking 
campaign

Out of home 
advertising is ready 
for primetime... 

7UP Free - Yes We 
Can!

Recharge your flux capacitor and celebrate the 30th 
birthday of a movie classic as you've never seen and 
heard it before! Back to the Future LIVE with the RTÉ 
Concert Orchestra.

For your chance to win a pair of tickets to the evening 
performance on Sunday 15th November just tell us:

What car is used for time travel in Back to the Future?
a) DeLorean
b) Ferrari
c) Audi
 
Send your answers to: competitions@pmlgroup.ie.  
Closing Date: Friday 6th November

Last Month’s Winner
Congratulations to Aisling Byrne from Mediaworks who 
received a pair of tickets to The Curious Incident of the Dog in 
the Night-Time. 

Competition

NI Engage
To get monthly updates 
on latest OOH campaigns 
and new offerings in the 
Northern Ireland market 
click here to subscribe to 
NI Engage.

Back Catalogue:
Click here to view previous issues!

Engage nI

ooh always on media
Volume 3 Issue 6 — July 2015

Summer and ooh... Go together like BBQs and Banter

Bigger really is better as Tall Ships sail into Belfast!
“Stupidly Simple” campaign from Vita Coco

Volume 6. Issue 8 – August 2015

It’s a jungle out there! 
IKEA goes wild

Nature Valley pops up all 
over the shop

How digital out of home 
can reach ‘unreachable’ 
millennials 

Engage

ooh always on media

November
3rd - 5th Dublin Web Summit. RDS

6th – 15th Cork Film Festival

11th Life Style Sports Run in the Dark. Dublin

15th RTÉ Concert Orchestra presents Back to the 
Future. Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

18th - 19th U2. The SSE Arena, Belfast

19th - 21st Dara O'Briain. Vicar Street

23th - 24th 
27th - 28th

U2. 3Arena, Dublin

24th - 28th Lord of the Flies. Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

27th 98FM Naked Breakfast. RDS

December
2nd Mumford and Sons. 3Arena

3rd - 9th Jan Mary Poppins. Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

11th - 14th Jimmy Carr. Olympia Theatre

14th - 20th The Snowman Christmas Special. Bord Gáis 
Energy Theatre

15th - 19th Mrs Brown's Boys. 3Arena

19th Christmas Party Race Day. Fairyhouse 
Racecourse

24th Christmas Eve

25th Christmas Day

26th St.Stephen's Day bank holiday

26th - 29th Leopardstown Christmas Festival. 
Leopardstown Racecourse

30th - 1st Jan New Year's Festival Dublin

31st New Year's Eve

January
1st New Year's Day. 

13th - 23rd Jersey Boys. Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

22nd Kevin Hart: What Now?. 3Arena

Event Guide

mailto:competitions%40pmlgroup.ie?subject=Engage%20Competition
mailto:info%40pml-ni.com?subject=Subscribe%20to%20Engage%20NI
http://pmlgroup.ie/category/engage/

